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Germany, and 1,399 England. Thirty-eight States and Territories are represented, and forty,

one foreign countries. The expenditures of the office for the fiscal year 187S-79 were §36,688-
93. The expenses of the election May 7, 1879, were §51,608.79.

Real Estate.
Every year in San Francisco's history shows pome progress—some years bounding forward

on the high tide of prosperity, and in others exhibiting extreme feebleness; but 1879 has
shown the least for a long period. Building, real-estate sales and prices, and general business
seem governed by periods of excitement originating from various causes. The first excitement
and forward bound came with the discovery of gold and continued until 1853, when a halt

was made, and in 1855 houses and lots in many quarters were selling for less than the costs of

the buildings. The Eraser River excitement followed, threatening for a time to depopulate
the city, and dull times continued until the discovery of the silver mines of Nevada in 1859-
60. These soon began pouring in their treasures; building up iron foundries, machine shops,
transportation lines, factories of all kinds, and giving renewed life to the city. The great
bullion product of the contributory region ; the war of the rebellion, and the greenback cur-

rency of the East—making such a demand for gold and silver—added greatly to our wealth.
The building of the Central Pacific and other railroads causing the disbursement of vast sums
of money, carried on our period of prosperity, and the real-estate excitement to its culmination
as the transcontinental road was finished in 1869. A period of stagnation in real-estate prices

followed, and, with the exception of certain localities, prices have not advanced during the
decade. While the decade, in its whole, has shown great prosperity and grand improvements
resulting from the inpouring of hundreds of millions of bullion, and the countless centals of

wheat and other products of the farms, the closing years have felt a depression that has been
severe upon nearly all classes of business. The positive determination of the Eastern financiers

to return to specie payments was undoubtedly a great factor in the causes creatiug "hard
times;" but this having been successfully accomplished, the upward flow of the tide has com-
menced. The state of business at the East is soon felt here. The first intimation of an
advance we have is in the advance in prices of all classes of merchandise we import, w hich is

rather unpleasant, and it is only by the return wave bringing us capital and advanced prices

for our property and products that we are benefitted. The greater prosperity is assured by
the favorable rains of the season of 1879-80, as well as the continued productiveness of the
mines and the extension of the mining area. Although tliere are no great bonaiazas, such as
existed in the California and Consolidated Virginia mines of the Comstock, now swelling the
stream of weaith, there are many mines in all jjarts of California and the surrounding States
and Territories that are most profitably worked, keeping up the supply of bullion in return
for manufactures, merchandise, labor, capital, etc. , of which this city is the center of supply.
While this is maintained as such center, with judiciously-emploj'ed capital and wide-awake
enterprise, with its high reputation for its mining machinery and manufactures continued, and
with cheap transportation, the lasting progress and future greatness of the citj' is assured.

Mining, occasionally very profitable, being a great employer of labor, and the greatest of con-

sumers of manufactures, adds more to the prosperity of the city than any other branch of

enterprise, while agriculture aggregates the wealth of the country'. Much has been said of

the evils of stock gambling—and truly they are enormous—but the difficulties of sujipressing

it, without prohibiting stock dealing of all kinds, seems insurmounta])le. The dealing in

mining stocks implies the ownership of mines, and the ownership directs the distribution oi

profits, the purchase of supplies, and the employment of labor. Should the stock business be
driven to New York, the ownership of the great mines will follow, carrying thither the enor-

mous trade in manufactures and supplies we now enjoy, resulting in irretrievable loss to San
Francisco. The Real Estate Circular, published by Thomas Magee, contains very full and
interesting facts and figures touching real-estate sales in 1879, the prospect for 1880, etc. We
extract therefrom as follows: Our record for real-estate transactions in San Francisco began
in 1865, since which time there has not been so dull a year as 1879. The year that most
closely approached 1879 in this respect was 1873, at the close of which the city was just

emerging from the four years' depressij3n which succeeded the completion of the railroad. The
sales made in 1873 were 3,134, of the Value of §12,383,752, while those of last year were but
2,217, of the value of §10,318,744. Of the deeds recorded in 1873, 541 were old homestead
association sales made three to seven years before, V>ut which were not closed till that year.

They were recorded in 1873, but did not in any other way belong to it. The deduction of

those homestead sales in 1873 from the total figures of that year, would reduce the number
and value of the sales to about exactly the transactions of 1879. We think 1879 resembled
1873 in one other respect: the depression which prevailed for the previous four and a half

years ended with 1873. We think the prospect is good that 1879 at least measurably ended
the depression which has prevailed for over four years in real estate. We do not by any
means anticipate what is called a "boom" in real-estate in 1880, nor any approach thereto,

but we look for a desirable increase in the number of sales and in the general prices of prop-

erty. We base these expectations largely on the very good prospect wq now have of a full

rainfall this winter. We had good crops last year; there is every likelihood that we will
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